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Introduction 
 
The Papers of Edmund W. Robb contain 44.2 cubic feet of materials which include: biographical 
materials (1946-1995), organizational proceedings (1975-2000), correspondence (1943-2002), 
subject files (1968-2002), reports (1936-1978), sermons and literary productions (1968-2001), 
legal documents (1971-1997), financial documents (1984-2002), scrapbook materials 
(1942-2002), lists (1980-2002), printed materials (1966-2002), photographic materials (dates 
unknown), and audio recordings (dates unknown).  
 
All of the John Wesley fellows application (i.e. materials from the AFTE, A Foundation for 
Theological Education) have restricted access. The other materials in the collection are open.  
 
The Papers of Edmund W. Robb were given to Asbury Theological Seminary by Ed Robb. They 
are housed in B.L. Fisher Library according to the established policies of its Special Collection 
Department. All newspaper clippings and scrapbooks have been copied.  
 
Processing of this collection occurred from March 2003 to January 2004; the finding aid was 
prepared in February 2004. The collection was completed by Kelly Hedgecock and James 
Wooster, under the direction of Grace Yoder. The finding aid was compiled by Kelly 
Hedgecock.  
 
 
 
Biographical Sketch 
 
Edmund Whetstone Robb Jr. was born in 1926 in Marshall, TX. He was a member of the U.S. 
Naval services in World War II. He is ministerial member of the Northwest Texas Conference of 
the United Methodist Church. He has served as an ordained pastor for many years and was an 
evangelist for nearly 40 years before his retirement in 2001. As executive director of the Ed 
Robb Evangelistic Association, he has preached in every area of the United States and has visited 
more than 40 countries. 
 
Mr. Robb is the co-author of ​The Betrayal of the Church: Apostasy and Renewal in the Mainline 
Denominations,​ a book which received the Golden Medallion award in the theology doctrine 
category of the Evangelical Christian Publishers Association Awards.  
 
His association published a quarterly magazine, ​Challenge to Evangelism Today​, which went to 
over 45,000 households. He has written many articles that have been published in religious 
publications such as ​Christianity Today, Christian Advocate, The Herald, Good News, ​and 
Christian Century​. 
 
He has been a leader in his own denomination, having served on the executive committee of the 
Council of Evangelism and as the chairman of his Conference Board of Evangelism. In 1982, he 
was a delegate to the Oxford Institute on Methodist Theological Studies, Oxford, England, 
sponsored by the World Methodist Council. 
 
In 1972, Asbury Theological Seminary conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Divinity. In 1989, Mr. Robb was named to the Foundation of Evangelism’s Hall of Fame as one 
of world Methodism's forty distinguished evangelistic leaders of the past 40 years. ​Good News 
Magazine ​named him one of the ten leaders who shaped the 1980’s in United Methodism. In 
1991, Asbury College conferred upon him the honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.  
 
Mr. Robb was the founder of A Foundation for Theological Education. The Foundation is 
committed to evangelical theological renewal within the United Methodist Church. The 
Foundation funds scholars, called John Wesley Fellows, to help enable them to pursue their 
Ph.D. degrees. 
 
In addition, Mr. Robb has served as chairman of the Executive Committee on the Institute on 
Religion and Democracy. He was the past chairman of Good News, A Forum for Scriptural 
Christianity within the United Methodist Church. He also served as a trustee of Asbury 
Theological Seminary. Mr. Robb was the director of the Mission Society for United Methodists. 
Mr. Robb was a delegate to the World Methodist Council that met in Singapore in 1991. 
 
Mr. Robb has toured the former Soviet Union and preached in Estonia in 1982. In 1983, he 
visited Norway and preached at the United Methodist Annual Conference of Norway. In May 
1990, he toured Eastern Europe and preached in Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, and East 
Germany. He has preached on four continents.  
 
Mr. Robb has been married for many years to his wife, Martha Robb and is the father of five 
children. One son is a United Methodist pastor, two of his daughters are married to United 
Methodist ministers, one son serves as the CEO of a Christian financial development ministry, 
and a daughter is a journalist and co-authored ​The Betrayal of the Church. 
 
Mr. Robb retired from ministry in 2001. 
 
 
 
 
Scope and Content 
 
The Papers of Edmund W. Robb consists mainly of documents from 1936 to 2002 with the bulk 
of the collection between 1968 to 2001. There are many documents that are not dated. 
 
This collection is composed of biographical material, proceedings, correspondence, subject files, 
reports, literary productions, research materials for articles, legal and financial documents, 
scrapbook materials, printed materials, photographs, and audio recordings. Most series are 
arranged alphabetically and chronologically. 
 
Significant information regarding the Ed Robb Evangelistic Association, A Foundation for 
Theological Education, The United Methodist Church, Good News, the Institute on Religion and 
Democracy, Asbury Theological seminary, the Mission Society for United Methodists, and the 
National Council of Churches can be found in this collection. Also, more personal information 
regarding Mr. Robb and his family is included, even though these are much less expansive. 
 
 
 
 
Series Description 
 
BIOGRAPHICAL 
 
6 folders 
1946-1995 
Arranged alphabetically 
Includes personal materials regarding Ed Robb, specifically biographical materials for 
            press releases 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
6 folders 
1975-2000 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries, then chronologically within the folders 
Includes By-Laws, Constitutions, and Minutes 
 
CORRESPONDENCE 
 
SUBSERIES: Individuals and Edmund W. Robb (personal) 
 
319 folders 
1943-2002 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries, then chronologically within the folders 
Includes letters, emails, and faxes written to or received by Ed Robb from various  
individuals and organizations 
 
 
 
 
SUBJECT FILE 
 
SUBSERIES: A Foundation for Theological Education, Asbury Theological Seminary,  
Catalyst, Challenge, The Confessing Movement, Ed Robb Evangelistic 
Association, Good News, Institute on Religion and Democracy, John Wesley 
Fellows (some included in AFTE), Mission Society for United Methodist, United 
Methodists Churches, and others 
 
1140 folders  
1968-2002 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries and sub-subseries, then chronologically within the
 folders 
Includes various organizational materials 
 
LITERARY PRODUCTIONS 
 
SUBSERIES: Alert!, Catalyst, Challenge, and articles 
141 folders  
1968-2001 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries, then chronologically within the folders 
Includes various articles, manuscripts, publications, research materials, and
 sermons by Ed Robb 
 
 
 
 
 
LEGAL DOCUMENTS 
 
6 folders 
1971-1997 
Arranged alphabetically 
Includes agreements, contracts, legal statements, and other legal papers 
 
FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS 
 
8 folders 
1984-2002 
Arranged alphabetically 
Includes budgets, ledgers, reports, and other financial details 
 
SCRAPBOOK MATERIALS 
 
SUBSERIES: A Foundation for theological Education, Ed Robb Evangelistic  
Association, Institute on Religion and Democracy, Ed Robb, the United 
Methodist Church, and others 
 
26 folders 
1942-2002 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries, then chronologically within the folders 
Includes personal and organizational information 
 
LISTS 
 
5 folders 
1980-2002 
Arranged alphabetically 
Includes addresses and directories of individuals and organizations 
 
 
 
 
PRINTED MATERIALS  
 
SUBSERIES: A Foundation for Theological Education, Ed Robb Evangelistic 
Association, Good News, Institute on Religion and Democracy, Ed
Robb, United Methodist Church, and others 
 
145 folders 
Arranged alphabetically by subseries, then chronologically within the folders 
Includes brochures, booklets, circulars, newspaper clippings, and other printed
materials 
 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS 
 
1 folder 
Undated 
Arranged chronologically 
Includes photographs of Ed Robb and family 
 
 
 
SOME PERIODICALS THAT WERE INCLUDED IN THESE PAPERS: 
 
Catalyst (Contemporary Evangelical Resources for UM Seminarians) 
Vol. 1 (1) 
1975 Vol. 2 (1) 
1976 Vol. 2 (2) 
1977, 1991 
 
Christian Century 1984 Vol. 101 (20, 22) 
 
Christian Today 1984 Vol. 28 (16)  (November 9) 
 
Daily Christian Advocate - Advance Edition 1980 
(The General Conference of the United Methodist Church) 
 
ESA (engage/social action) 1982 Dec. 
 
ICR Renewal (Institute of Church Renewal) 1972 
 
Manna (United Methodist Renewal Services Fellowship) 1982 
 
The Methodist Woman (United Methodist Church)   1961-64 
 
Mission Advocate (Mission Society for United Methodists) 1986 
 
Moving United Methodism Forward 1981  
 
Official Methodist Pages 1965 (May) 
 
Pastoral Renewal 1980-82  
 
The Texas Methodist 1978 Vol. 125 Nos. 11,19,25 
 
The Texas Methodist - First United Methodist Church 1975(Feb. 28, Mar. 28, Jun. 27) 
1976 (Apr. 16, 30) 
 
The Texas Methodist - Forrest Heights United Methodist Church 1975 (Aug. 1) 
 
The Texas Methodist - NW Texas Conference 1960 Vol. 107 Nos. 27 
1971 Vol. 117 Nos. 44, 45, 46 
1973 Vol. 119 Nos. 34, 36 
1973 Vol. 120 Nos. 23 
1974 Vol. 120 Nos. 40, 47, 48, 51 
1974 Vol. 121 Nos. 6,7, 11, 14, 16 ,17 
1975 Vol. 121 Nos. 42, 43, 45, 47, 50, 51 
1975 Vol. 122 Nos. 2, 3 
1976 Vol. 122 Nos. 33, 48 
1976 Vol. 123 Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10 
1978 Vol. 124 Nos. 15 
 
1978 Vol. 125 Nos. 16, 18, 19, 22, 26 
 
The Texas Methodist - Polk Street Methodist News 1976 (Jan. 9) 
 
The Texas Methodist - Saint Paul United Methodist Church 1975 (Mar. 7) 
 
The Texas Methodist - San Jacinto Methodist Church 1974 (Aug. 2, 9) 
1975 (Apr. 18) 
1976 (Feb. 6) 
 
1978 (Nov. 3) 
The Texas Methodist - Saint John’s United Methodist Church 1975   (Aug. 1) 
    1976   (Jan. 23, 30) 
 
The Texas Methodist - Tyler St. United Methodist Church 1978 (Dec. 1) 
 
The United Methodist - The Epistle of St. Luke’s 1978 (Sept. 1, Sept. 8, Oct. 6) 
 
United Methodist Newscope (United Methodist Church) 1980- 89 
 
The United Methodist Reporter 1979 (April 13) 
1983 (April) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - First United Methodist Church 1975 (Mar. 14, Aug. 1) 
1978 (Jan. 16, Jan. 23, Jan. 30, Feb. 13) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - Grace United Methodist Church 1975 (Aug. 1) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - The Louisiana United Methodist 1975 (July 4) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - St. Luke’s United Meth. Church 1987 (Jan. 16) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - Texas Conference 1993 (Feb. 5) 
 
The United Methodist Reporter - Tyler Street United Meth. Church1987 (Feb. 13) 
 
Voice of Evangelical Methodism 1953 
 
Word to the Wise (Political Strategy Committee of Good News) 1979 
 
World Evangelization (Lausanne Committee for World Evang.) 1981-82 
 
BOOKS INCLUDED IN THIS COLLECTION: 
 
Gilliland, Dean S. (1991). ​The World Forever Our Parish.​ Lexington, KY; Bristol Books. 
 
Oden, Thomas C. (1985). ​Conscience and Dividends: Churches and the Multinationals. 
Washington, D.C.: 
Ethics and Public Policy center. 
 
Robb, Ed, & Robb, Julia. (1986). ​The Betrayal of the Church: Apostasy & Renewal in the 
Mainline Denominations. 
Westchester, IL: Crossway Books. 
 
Weigel, George. (1982). ​The Peace Bishops and the Arms Race: Can Religious Leadership Help 
in Preventing War?. 
Chicago, IL: World Without War Publications. 
 
Weigel, George. (1983). ​Peace & Freedom: Christian Faith, Democracy, & the Problem of War. 
Washington, D.C.: Institute on Religion & Democracy. 
 
Items added to the safe: 
 
EREA Board meeting tapes 1997- 2000 CONFIDENTIAL 
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Box/Folder Inventory 
 
 
Box Number Series Title Date 
1 1 Biographical 
Material 
College transcript- East Texas  n.d. 
  Material  Baptist College  
 2  Biographical 
Material 
High School Football n.d. 
 3 Biographical 
Material 
Information for Press Release n.d. 
 4 Biographical 
Material  
Robb Biography 1984, 
1995, n.d. 
 5  Biographical 
Material 
Robb, Edmund W. Biographical Sketch  1975, n.d. 
 6 Biographical 
Material 
US Naval Service- Notice of Separation 1946 
 7 Proceedings Certificate of Incorporation, By- Laws - 
Good News Fellowship of Northwest Texas 
Conference 
1974 
 8 Proceedings Constitution and By-Laws - Christ Church 
of Portland, ME 
1975 
 9  Proceedings National Association of United Methodist 
Evangelists Minutes 
1980 
 10 Proceedings National Association of United Methodist 
Evangelists Minutes 
1985-1995
, 1997 
 11 Proceedings Race Reconciliation Committee Minutes 2000 
 12 Proceedings Think Tank Planning Meeting Minutes 1993 
 13 Correspondence Addressograph Multigraph Corp. 1968-1970 
 14 Correspondence Abortion 1991 
 15 Correspondence Alert Challenge 1997 
 16 Correspondence Alexander, Creighton - SMU Wesley 
Foundation 
1948, 
1999, 
2000, n.d. 
 17  Correspondence Archbishop Obando Y Bravo 1982, 
1985 
 18 Correspondence Asbury Theological Seminary 1992 
 19 Correspondence Association Email 2000, 
2001 
 20 Correspondence Assortment 1974, 
1976, 
1977 
 21 Correspondence Baher, Dr. Frank 1997 
 22 Correspondence Barreto, Rev. 1973 
 23 Correspondence Barrett, John M.  Dec. 1995 
 24 Correspondence Baxter, Rhoda 1996, 
1998 
 25  Correspondence Beard, Steve 1996, 
1999 
 26 Correspondence Beeson Divinity School 1994 
 27  Correspondence Bereavement 1979-1993 
2 1 Correspondence Bishops of United Methodist Church 1998-2001 
 2 Correspondence Book of Memories 1994 
 3 Correspondence Brillhart, Donald 1999 
 4 Correspondence Brown, Claude W. 1969-1970 
 5  Correspondence  Brown, Elizabeth B. 1995 
 6 Correspondence Brown, Elizabeth B.  2000 
 7 Correspondence Bryant, John C. 2000 
 8  Correspondence Bucy, Fred 1996, n.d. 
 9 Correspondence Bucy, Fred 2002 
 10 Correspondence Camp, harry W. 1986, 
1990 
 11 Correspondence Cannon, Bishop William K. 1994-1996 
 12 Correspondence Caraway, Max 1994 
 13 Correspondence Caraway, Max 1997 
 14 Correspondence Caraway, Max 2000 
 15 Correspondence Chapman, Doug and Jan- Norway Mission 1991- 
1993 
 16  Correspondence Cheek, Rev. Dr. Lee 1991-1993 
 17 Correspondence Christ UMC - Memphis Declaration 1992 
 18 Correspondence Christian Businessmen Inc. 1952 
 19 Correspondence Christianity Today 1964 
 20 Correspondence Christmas Cards- Personal 1998- 
2000 
 21 Correspondence Christmas Letters 1978-2000 
 22 Correspondence Costello, Rev. Chip 1996-1997 
 23 Correspondence Craig, Dr. Robert 1987-1988 
 24 Correspondence Crusades 1968-1969 
 25 Correspondence Crutchfield, Finis A. and Hunter, Scott 1985 
 26 Correspondence Cummings and Co 1982 
 27 Correspondence Cyre, Susan Feb. 1995 
 28 Correspondence Dalton, Rev. Perry 1997, n.d. 
 29 Correspondence Dewease, Rev. Edward 1988-1990 
 30 Correspondence Donors 1994-1995 
 31 Correspondence Dunham, Dr. Maxie 1993-2000 
 32 Correspondence Early Ministry 1968 
 33  Correspondence Eastern College  1988 
3 1 Correspondence Elliott, Rev. Mark 1989-1993 
 2 Correspondence Elliott, Dr. Mark 1997 
 3 Correspondence Emails 1995-1996 
 4 Correspondence Emails 1997 
 5 Correspondence Emails 1997-1998 
 6 Correspondence Emails 1998-2001 
 7  Correspondence Email - Declaration of Independence 1999 
 8 Correspondence Email- Kingsburg Church  1998 
 9  Correspondence Estonia and Ritsbek, Keigo 1987-1991 
 10  Correspondence Fair Foundation 1984-1990 
 11 Correspondence Faxes 1995 
 12  Correspondence Faxes 1996 
 13 Correspondence Faxes 1996 
 14 Correspondence Faxes 1997 
4 1 Correspondence Faxes 1997 
 2 Correspondence Faxes 1997 
 3 Correspondence Finlayson, H. Westbrook 1989 
 4 Correspondence Findley, Marybeth 1999 
 5 Correspondence First UMC - Peoria, IL 1993 
 6  Correspondence Fisher, Bill 1991, n.d. 
 7 Correspondence Fisher, Neil - Garrett Evangelical n.d. 
 8  Correspondence Ford, Brenda 1998 
 9 Correspondence Ford, Robert B.  1997 
 10 Correspondence Former Methodists 1990 
 11 Correspondence Free, Ronald P. 1996 
 12  Correspondence Fundraisers 1997 
 13 Correspondence Gallaway, Ira 1979-1998 
 14 Correspondence Geller, Charlie 1986 
 15 Correspondence General Conference - Homosexuality 1996 
 16 Correspondence Goodyear, Mike 1999 
 17 Correspondence Graham, Dr. Billy 1976 
 18 Correspondence Gramm, Sen. Phil 1985-1986 
 19 Correspondence Grant, John A.  1977-1994 
 20 Correspondence  Grenfell Jr., John N. 1979-1981 
 21 Correspondence Grubb, Charles C. 1992 
 22  Correspondence Gulledge, James, A. 1980 
 23 Correspondence Gustafson, Gus 1992-1999 
 24 Correspondence Hallum CPA, Mike 1987-1991 
 25 Correspondence Harman, Dr. Robert 1990 
 26 Correspondence Harper, Jeannie 1993-1994 
 27 Correspondence Harper, Dr. Steve 1983-1994 
5 1  Correspondence Harris, Rev. Carl 1983-1994 
 2 Correspondence Hays, Dr. Richard 1997 
 3 Correspondence Hinson, Rev. Bill 1986-1995 
 4 Correspondence Holiday Greetings 1979-1994 
 5 Correspondence Holland, Joe S.  1991 
 6  Correspondence Homosexuality Controversy 1999 
 7 Correspondence Hoover, Kathleen 1989 
 8 Correspondence Hubert, Godfrey Feb. 1996 
 9  Correspondence Hughes, Inez Hatley 1995 
 10 Correspondence Hunt, Bishop Earl G. 1993-1996 
 11 Correspondence Hunt, Bishop Earl G. 1993- 
2001 
 12 Correspondence Hunt, Dr. E. Stephen 1984-1986 
 13 Correspondence Indonesia 1968-1969 
 14  Correspondence Itatonsky, Ludmil 1990 
 15 Correspondence Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Bob 1992 
 16 Correspondence Jessup, David 1980 
 17 Correspondence Kemp, Jack 1985-1986 
 18 Correspondence Kim, Rev. Sundo 1991 
 19 Correspondence King, Larry 1987 
 20 Correspondence Kinghorn, Dr. Kenneth 1993-1996 
 21 Correspondence Kingman, KS 1970 
 22 Correspondence Kirk, Dr. R.L. 1981-1990 
 23 Correspondence Lay Study Committee 1977, 
1980, n.d. 
 24  Correspondence Lemos, Luiz 1986-1987 
 25 Correspondence Letter to Book Publishers 1984 
 26 Correspondence Litor, Rev. T.A.  1990-1998 
 27 Correspondence Lockwood, Bill Apr. 2000 
 28 Correspondence Marietta First UMC Controversy 1999 
 29  Correspondence Martin, Jame I. 1991 
 30 Correspondence M. Rankin Kennedy Foundation 1987 
 31 Correspondence Manly, B.S. 1987, 
1990-1991 
 32 Correspondence McClendon, Rev. Al 1991 
 33 Correspondence McCoy, Jimmy 1993, n.d. 
 34 Correspondence McGehee, Joe 1990-1994 
 35 Correspondence McGhee, Lu and Mildred 1992-1994 
 36 Correspondence Memphis Declaration 1992 
 37 Correspondence Messer, Dr. Donald. 1991 
 38 Correspondence Mickey, Dr. Paul A. 1992 
 39 Correspondence  Miller, Patricia L. 1997-1998 
 40 Correspondence Missionary Letters 1992-1993
, 
1996-1997 
 41 Correspondence Moore, Gene and Bobbie 1979-1994 
 42 Correspondence Moore, Steven Gary Wade 1998 
 43 Correspondence Morrell, Dr. Paul L. 1977-1992 
 44 Correspondence Morrell, Dr. Paul L.  2000 
 45 Correspondence Moyers, Bill Nov. 
1987, 
1991, 
1993 
6  1  Correspondence Mulholland, Dr. Robert 1977-1979
, 
1986-1990 
 2  Correspondence National Association of UM Evangelists 1981-1993 
 3  Correspondence Neff, Dr. Blake 1992 
 4 Correspondence Neuhaus, Richard 1986, 
1990 
 5 Correspondence Nisbett, Tom and Lou Ann 2000 
 6 Correspondence Norman, Becky 1997 
 7 Correspondence  Novak, Dr. Michael 1981-1983 
 8 Correspondence Oden, Dr. Tom 1991 
 9 Correspondence Oil and Gas 1990 
 10 Correspondence Olsen, Bruce 1989, ND 
 11 Correspondence Oswalt, John 1996 
 12 Correspondence Outler, Albert C. 1975-1989 
 13 Correspondence Outler, Dr. Albert 1988-1997 
 14 Correspondence Parker, Robert 1988-1997 
 15 Correspondence Past Crusades 1973 
 16 Correspondence Persons, Addison F. 1985-1986 
 17 Correspondence Philippines General Conference 1986 
 18 Correspondence Philpot, Tim July 1996 
 19 Correspondence “Point of View” 1986-1987 
 20  Correspondence Pot, Jon July 1985 
 21 Correspondence Power, James T. - Marshall football 
program 
1995-2000 
 22 Correspondence Protestant Protest Documentary 1981 
 23 Correspondence Putnam, Wes April 1999 
 24 Correspondence Ray, Ronald L. 1982, 
1988 
 25 Correspondence Requested Tapes 1970 
 26 Correspondence Revival/ Speaking Completed 993-2000 
7 1 Correspondence Revivals 1998-2001 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. ND 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. ND 
 4 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1950-2002 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1957-1959 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1960-62, 
1964 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1963 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1963 
 9 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1963, 
1966-69 
 10  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1963-69 
 11  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1964 
 12  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1965 
8 1  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1966 
 2  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1966-73 
 3  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1966-73 
 4  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1967 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1968 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1969 
9 1  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-71 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-72 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-72, 
1989, 
1992, 
1995, 
2001 
 4 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1970-73 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1970-73 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 9  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 10 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1970-73 
 11 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 12 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 19070-73 
 13 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 14 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 15  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 16 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 17 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 18 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970 
 19 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 20 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 21 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1970-73 
 22 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1972 
 23 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1972-73 
 24 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1973 
 25 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  1974 
 26 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1974-76 
10 1 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1975 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1976, 
1979 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1978-2011 
 4 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. April 1983 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. June ‘83 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  July ‘83 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1986-88 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1989-90 
 9 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1990 
 10 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. 1991 
 11 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Aug ‘94 
 12 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Jan ‘95 
 13 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Feb ‘95 
 14 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  March ‘95 
 15 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. April ‘95 
11 1  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. May ‘95 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  June’ 95 
 3  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. July ‘95 
 4 Correspondence  Robb, Edmund W. Aug ‘95 
 5 ` Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  Sept ‘95 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Oct ‘95 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Nov ‘95 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  Dec ‘95 
 9 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  Jan ‘96 
 10  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Feb ‘96 
 11 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. March ‘96 
 12  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. April ‘96 
12 1  Correspondence  Robb, Edmund W. May ‘96 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. June ‘96 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. July ‘96 
 4  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  Aug ‘96  
 5  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Sept ‘96 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Oct ‘96 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Nov ‘96 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Dec ‘96 
 9  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Jan ‘97 
 10 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Feb ‘97 
 11 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  March ‘97 
 12 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. April ‘97 
 13 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. May ‘97 
 14 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  June ‘ 97  
 15 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. July ‘97 
 16 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Aug ‘97 
 17 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Sept ‘97 
 18 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Oct ‘97 
13 1 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Nov ‘97 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Dec ‘97 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W.  Jan ‘99 
 4 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Feb ‘99 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. March ‘99 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. April ‘99 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. May ‘99 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. June ‘99 
 9  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. July ‘99 
 10 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Aug ‘99 
 11  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Sept ‘99 
14 1 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Oct ‘99  
 2  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Nov ‘99 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. Dec ‘99 
 4 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. May 2000 
 5 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Emails 1998 
 6 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Faxes 1990-94 
 7 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Faxes 1998 
 8 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Faxes 1998 
 9 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Personal 1943-46, 
1971 
 10 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Personal 1974- 76 
 11 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Personal  1999 
 12 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Personal 2001 
15 1  Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Revival Engagements 1989-91 
 2 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Revival Engagements 1991-92 
 3 Correspondence Robb, Edmund W. - Romanian Missionary 
Society 
1988-1990 
 4  Correspondence Ryan, Dr. Charles C. 1987-90 
 5 Correspondence Sarkeys Foundation 1997 
 6 Correspondence Seabury, Dr. Paul Dec 1981 
 7 Correspondence Shell, Dr. Donald and Virginia 1987, 
1988 
 8 Correspondence Simpson Foundation 1973 
 9 Correspondence Smith, Rev. Jim W. ND 
 10 Correspondence Smith Richardson Foundation 1989 
 11 Correspondence The Spirit Will Not Be Tamed- Book 1997-98 
 12 Correspondence Spiritual Encounter Weekend May 1987 
 13 Correspondence SEW 1989, 
1991 
 14 Correspondence Stadler, Dr. Lenny 2000 
 15 Correspondence Stallworth, Paul T. 1981-82 
 16 Correspondence Stanley, David - New Hope Foundation 1995-99 
 17 Correspondence Steadman Foundation 1987-88 
 18 Correspondence Stokes, Bishop Mack B. 1994 
 19 Correspondence Streeter, Carol Sanderson- Victor Books  1979-84 
 20 Correspondence Strength, Vernon 1994 
 21 Correspondence Swain, Dr. Ronald L. 2000 
 22 Correspondence Tablet ND 
 23 Correspondence Tedla, Dr. Aradam 1983-84 
16 1  Correspondence Tedla, Dr. Aradam - African Human Rights 
Committee Inc. 
1989 
 2 Correspondence Thurman, Gary L. 1997, 
1998 
 3 Correspondence Tooley ,Mark D.  1987-90 
 4 Correspondence Tooley, Mark D. June 1999 
 5 Correspondence Tooley, Wendell 1989- 90 
 6 Correspondence Trustees of AFTE 1986-94 
 7 Correspondence Tyler Street UMC 1984 
 8 Correspondence United Methodist Church 1974-76 
 9 Correspondence Unkelbach, Mary A. 1982 
 10 Correspondence Upcoming Crusades 1974-1976 
 11 Correspondence The Upper Room 178-82 
 12  Correspondence  Veterans Land Board 1986-87 
 13 Correspondence Walk to Emmaus Letters 1989 
 14 Correspondence Wraner, Tom & Jan 1996-2001 
 15 Correspondence Weiss, John G. 1987-88, 
1990 
 16 Correspondence Western Union  1981-84 
 17 Correspondence Whittle, Dr. Charles 1997 
 18 Correspondence Whittemore, Joe 1999 
 19 Correspondence Williman, William H. ND 
 20 Correspondence World Council of Churches 1992 
 21 Correspondence Worsham, Ray 1968-69 
 22 Correspondence Yamamori, Dr .Ted 1990 
 23 Correspondence Zabilka, Ivan- The Gambling Notepad 1996 
 24 Correspondence Zankert, Tod 1992 
 25 Correspondence Ziomek, David 1989 
17 1 Subject File 60 Minutes Report- National COuncil of 
Churches 
1982 
 2 Subject File AFTE 1993-1994
, nd 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Advisory Board 1990 
 4 Subject File AFTE - Annual Board Meetings Apr 1986 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Annual Report of Scholarship 
Committee 
Oct. 1983 
 6 Subject File  AFTE- Application ***RESTRICTED 
ACCESS*** 
1992-1993 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Articles of Incorporation 1989-1992
, nd 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Bell, Dr. J. Milton 1986, nd 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Board Meetings 1984-1993 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting Minutes 1989, 
1993 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting Dec 1992 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting  Oct 1999 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting June 1996 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting Oct 2000 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting  Jan 2002 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Board Meeting May 2002 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Board of Directors 1998- 
1999, 
2002 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Dec 1989 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Aug 1989 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Dec 1989 
18 1 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Dec 1989 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees July 1990 
 3 Subject File  AFTE- Board of Trustees Dec 1990 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Dec 1991 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Jue 1992 
 6 Subject File  AFTE- Board of Trustee List  1991-1992 
 7 Subject File  AFTE- Board of Trustees  Dec 1995 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees May 1997 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees Oct 1997 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Board of Trustees 1998-2001 
 11 Subject File  AFTE- Board of Trustees Oct 2002 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Charitable Planning Oct 2000 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference May 1997 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1977 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1980 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference Dec 1986 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1990, 
1993 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1991-1992 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1993 
19 1 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1994 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1995 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Christmas Conference 1997-2001 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Colloquy Nov 1997 
 5 Subject File  AFTE- Correspondence 1976 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1978 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1981 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1986-1987 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1997-2000 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1977 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1990, n.d. 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1978-1986 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1979, n.d. 
1981, 
2001-2002 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1980 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1983-1984 
1989-1992 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1986-1994 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1988-1992 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1988-1989 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1988, 
1991 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1990 
20 1 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1992 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1993 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1996 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 1996-1997 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 2002 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence 2002 
 7 Subject File  AFTE- Correspondence - John Wesley 
Fellows 
1979-1980 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Lonnie, Anthony 1999 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Martyn, Steve 1984-1985 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - McCormick, 
Robert B. 
1977-1978 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Memorial Letters 1992-1994 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Neptune, A. Ray 1976-1978 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Segnar, Samuel 1987, 
1993 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Silber, John R. 1986-1988 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Thank You 
Letters 
1984- 
1986 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence - Thank You 
Letters 
1989 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Correspondence- Werlein Jr., Ewing 1990 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Directory of John Wesley Fellows 1990-1991 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Donors 1999-2000 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Financial Materials  1981-1983 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Financial Materials 1986-1987 
 22 Subject File  AFTE- Financial Materials 1999 
 23 Subject File AFTE- Financial Report 1994 
 24 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement  1977-1978 
21 1 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement  1979, 
1991 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement and Accountant 
Reports 
1990-1992 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement  1997-1998 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement Dec 1997 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Financial Statement Dec 1999 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Fund Appeal Statements 1984, 
1988-1989 
 7 Subject File AFTE- General Information 1977-1980 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Harper, Steve 1992 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Information 1986-1992 
n.d. 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Information 1986-1992 
n.d. 
 11  Subject File AFTE- John Wesley Fellowship 
Application Form 
n.d. 
 12 Subject File AFTE- John Wesley Fellowship 1982, 
1998, 
2001 
 13 Subject File AFTE- John Wesley Fellowship Program n.d. 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Kinghorn, Dr. Kenneth 1986-1990 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Legal Documents 1990 
 16  Subject File AFTE- List of Board Members 1994-1995 
 17 Subject File AFTE- List of Trustees 1994 
 18 Subject File AFTE- List of Funded Fellows 1995 
 19 Subject File AFTE- McCreless Foundation  1983-1993 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Meetings 1978 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Middlebrooks, Bill 1982-1983 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Neptune, A. Ray 1977-1983 
22 1 Subject File AFTE- Neptune, A. Ray 1983-1993 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Newsletters 1992-1996 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Our Theological Train- 
Cristofferson, David 
n.d. 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Printed Materials 1990-1992 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Printed Materials 1999, n.d., 
2001 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Printed Materials - Endowment 
Campaign 
1997 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Printed Materials - European Trip July 1982 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Printed Materials - Silber, John R. 1986-1988 
 9 Subject File AFTE - Scholarship Meeting April 1997 
 10 Subject File ***RESTRICTED ACCESS*** AFTE - 
Scholarship Application - Agnew, Elizabeth 
2002 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Aist, 
Rodney 
2002 
 12  Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Anderson, 
A.K. 
1995 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Ayers, 
Richard 
1991 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Bell, 
Daniel 
1992 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Bell, 
Daniel 
1993 
23 1 Subject File ***Restricted Access*** AFTE- 
Scholarship Application - Bell Jr., Daniel 
1993 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - 
Betsworth, Sharon 
2002 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Branson, 
Mark 
1995 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Brewer, 
B. Keith 
1993 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Cass, 
Ramona 
1992 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application -Cheek, H. 
Lee 
1996 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Chism, 
Keith 
1992 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Choi, 
Hunn 
1995 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Choi, 
Meesaeng 
1993 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Choi, 
Meesaeng 
1995 
 11 Subject File AFTE - Scholarship Application - 
Christenen, Michael 
1993 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Clough, 
David 
1996 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Colon-Emeric, Edgardo 
2002 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Devine, 
Jerome 
1993 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Essamuah, 
Casely 
1996 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Fink, 
Larry 
1992 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Gichaara, 
Jonathan 
1992 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Gonzalez, 
Aquiles 
1993 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Greenlee, 
David 
1993 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Guttenson, 
Charles 
1995 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Hahn, 
Meerha 
1992 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Hall, Amy 1995 
24 1 Subject File ***RESTRICTED ACCESS*** AFTE- 
Scholarship Application- Harden, Colleen 
1995 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Harper, 
Steve 
1994 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application - Heath, 
Elaine 
1997 
 4 Subject File AFTE - Scholarship Application - Hemmer, 1996 
Holly 
 5 Subjecte File AFTE- Scholarship Applicatoin- Heydick, 
Richard 
1993 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Applicatoin- Heydick, 
Steven 
1995 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Heydick, 
Steven 
1997 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Hibbs, 
Ruthann 
1997 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Holsinger-Friesen, Thomas 
2002 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Howell, 
Felicia 
2002 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Hubbard, 
Janet 
1992 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Hunt, 
Charles Anthony 
1993 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ivans, 
Kendra 
1993 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Irons, 
Kendra 
1993 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Irons, 
Kendra 
1996 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Jefferson, 
Erika 
1993 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Johanson, 
Gregory 
1995 
 18 Subject File  AFTE- Scholarship Application- Johnson, 
Sarah 
2002 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kaye, 
Karin 
1992 
 20  Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kenyon, 1993 
Evan 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Khoo, 
Lorna 
1995 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kibok, 
Kabamba 
1996 
 23 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kiesling, 
Chris 
1995 
 24 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kisker, 
Scott 
1996 
 25 Subject File  AFTE- Scholarship Application- Kinghorn, 
Kevin 
1995 
 26 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ko, Young 
Woon 
2002 
   ***RESTRICTED ACCESS***  
25 1 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- lee, 
Kwang-hoon 
1996 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Lee, 
In-Yang 
2002 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Magdalene, Rachel 
1993 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Magdalene, Rachel 
1993 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- May, 
Raegan 
1993 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
McDonald, William 
1993 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
McDonald, William 
1993 
 8 Subject File  AFTE- Scholarship Application- McFee, 
Daniel 
1996 
 9  Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- McKeever, 
Michael 
1993 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- McKeever, 
Michael 
1993 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
McKinnon, Stan 
1995 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
McKinnon, Stan  
1996 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Moreau, 
Elizabeth  
1993 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Murphy, 
Debra Dean 
1993 
 15 Subject File  AFTE- Scholarship Application- Murphy, 
Debra Dean 
1993 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Musa, 
David 
1993 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Myre, 
Martha 
1993 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Nave, Guy 1995 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Noll, Kurt 1992 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oak, 
Jeffrey 
1992 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oak, 
Jeffrey 
1993 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oh, 
Deborah 
1992 
 23 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oh, Jung 
Sun 
1992 
 24 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oldham, 
Bryan 
1997 
26 1  Subject File *** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
AFTE- Scholarship Application- Laytha, 
Brent 
1993 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Oconer, 2002 
Luther 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Olapido, 
Amos 
1993 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Olapido, 
Amos 
1995 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Padgett, 
Sally 
1995 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Papandrea, 
Jim 
1993 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Parekh, 
Samson 
1993 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Park, R. 
Jeney 
1995 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Park, Woo 
Young 
2002 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Parker, 
Julie 
2002 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Patrick, 
William 
1993 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Patrick, 
William 
1993 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Phillips, 
David 
1993 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Phillips, 
Peter 
1995 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ralls, W. 
Mark 
1993 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ralls, W. 
Mark 
1993 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ramsey, 
John David 
1993 
 18 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ramsey, 1993 
John David 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ramsey, 
John David 
1992 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ramsey, 
John David 
1995 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Rasmussen, Joel 
1996 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Rasmussen, Joel 
1997 
 23 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Ritsbek, 
Heigo 
1993 
 24 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Rowley, 
Paul 
1992 
27 1  Subject File *** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
AFTE- Scholarship Application- Rukungah, 
Peter 
1993 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Russell, 
Brian 
1996 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Sayler, 
Glen 
1993 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Sims, 
Jonathon 
2002 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Smith, J. 
Warren 
1993 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Smith, J. 
Warren 
1993 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Sparacio, 
Paul 
1993 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Sparacio, 
Paul 
1993 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Staggs, 
John 
1996 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Stahl, 
Wanda 
1993 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Stahl, 
Wanda 
1993 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Tkach, 
Rodney 
1993 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Vondergeest, Craig 
1993 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Vondergeest, Craig 
1995 
 15 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Vondergeest, Craig 
1996 
 16 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- 
Vondergeest, Craig 
1997 
 17 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Velazco, 
Rafael 
1992 
 18  Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Velazco, 
Rafael 
1993 
 19 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wadhams, 
John 
1997 
 20 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wagner, J. 
Ross 
1996 
 21 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Warner, 
Laceye 
1996 
 22 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Waters, 
Kenneth 
1995 
 23 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Weaver, 
Jace 
1993 
 24 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Weaver, 
Jace 
1993 
28 1 Subject File *** RESTRICTED ACCESS ***  
AFTE- Scholarship Application- Whitford, 
1993 
David 
 2 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wier, Paul 1992 
 3 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wier, Paul 1993 
 4 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wilson, 
Jean 
1992 
 5 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Winright, 
Tobias 
1997 
 6 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Winright, 
Tobias 
1997 
 7 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Wolfe, 
Michael 
1992 
 8 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Xocela, 
Xolani 
2002 
 9 Subject File AFTE- Scholarship Application- Zirkel, 
Ray 
 *** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
1993 
 10 Subject File AFTE- Tom, Ted B> 1986-1994 
 11 Subject File AFTE- Trustees List 1984 
 12 Subject File AFTE- Trustees Meeting 1977 
 13 Subject File AFTE- Trustees Meeting 1981 
 14 Subject File AFTE- Trustees Meeting 1988-1991 
 15 Subject File Abilene Crusade- Financial Material Oct 1970 
 16 Subject File Abraham, Dr. Billy 1989-1994 
 17 Subject File Addresses of Bishops 1992 
 18 Subject File Adventures in Faith- Printed Material, 
Correspondence 
1966-1968 
 19 Subject File Alpha 1998 
 20 Subject File Amarillo Crusade- Lists Sept 1970 
 21 Subject File Anglican Orthodox Church 1971, 
1991 
 22 Subject File Archives 1983-2002 
 23 Subject File Asbury College- Financial Documents  1979- 
1981 
 24 Subject File Asbury College Revival- Printed Material 1970 
29 1 Subject File ATS- Scholarships 1973 
 2 Subject File ATS- Board of Trustees Correspondence 1994 
 3 Subject File ATS- Board of Trustees  2001 
 4 Subject File ATS- Correspondence 1994-2001 
 5 Subject File ATS- Development Proposal 1983, 
1994-1995 
 6 Subject File ATS- McKenna Celebration 1994 
 7 Subject File Awakenings/ Worldwide 1994-1995  
n.d. 
 8 Subject File Billy Graham Center Library 1991 
 9 Subject File Bishop’s Pastoral Letter- Printed Materials 1987 
 10 Subject File Board Members Addresses 1997-2000 
 11 Subject File Board of Global Ministries- The Black 
Church, USA 
1975 
 12 Subject File Book Materials/ Memoirs 1943- 
1987 
 13 Subject File Book Materials 1995, n.d.  
 14 Subject File Bridges, Robert- Annuity Contracts 1993, n.d. 
 15 Subject File Brownwood Revival  Mar 1995 
 16 Subject File Carter Track Seminar 19984 
 17 Subject File Carrying Capacity Network 1997 
 18 Subject File Catalyst 1976 
 19 Subject File Challenge Winter ‘76 
 20 Subject File Challenge Sum 1984 
 21 Subject File Challenge Spr 1985 
30 1 Subject File Challenge Sum 1985 
 2 Subject File Challenge Win 85-86 
 3 Subject File Challenge Spr/ Sum 
1986 
 4 Subject File Challenge Fall 1986 
 5 Subject File Challenge Win 1987 
 6 Subject File Challenge 1989 
 7 Subject File Challenge Sum 1989 
 8 Subject File Challenge  Win 1990 
 9 Subject File Challenge 1991 
 10 Subject File  Challenge Fall 1991 
31 1 Subject File Challenge- Articles Spr 1984 
 2  Subject File Challenge- Articles 1988-89 
 3 Subject File Challenge- Articles Spr 1988 
 4 Subject File Challenge- Articles Sum 1990 
 5  Subject File Challenge- Articles 1990 
 6  Subject File Challenge- Articles Win 1991 
 7 Subject File Challenge- Articles 1993 
 8 Subject File Challenge- Articles 1994 
 9 Subject File Challenge- Articles Spr 1994 
 10 Subject File Challenge- Articles  Sum 1997 
32 1 Subject File Challenge- Articles Win/ Spr 
1999 
 2 Subject File Challenge- Articles Spr 1999 
 3 Subject File Challenge- Articles Spr 2000 
 4 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1976 
 5 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1989 
 6 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1989-1990 
 7 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1989, n.d., 
1992 
 8 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1990 
 9 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1990-1991 
n.d. 
 10 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1991-1992 
 11  Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1991-1993 
 12  Subject File  Challenge- Correspondence 1991-2001
1 
 13 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence Sum 1992 
 14 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1992 
 15 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1992-1993 
n.d. 
 16 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1993 
 17 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1993-1999 
 18 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 1994, n.d. 
 19 Subject File Challenge- Correspondence Fall 1998 
 20  Subject File Challenge- Correspondence 2000 
33 1 Subject File Challenge- Letters to Challenge 1987 
 2 Subject File Challenge- Letters to the Editor 1988 
 3 Subject File Challenge- Letters to the Editor 1989 
 4 Subject File Challenge- Letters to the Editor Fall 1990 
 5 Subject File Challenge- Letters to the Editor 1991 
 6 Subject File Challenge- Lists- Addresses 1972-1973 
 7 Subject File  Challenge- Literary Production Spr 1998 
 8 Subject File Challenge- Postal Service Costs 1987-1995 
 9 Subject File Challenge- Printed Materials  Sum 1987 
 10 Subject File Challenge- Printed Materials Win 1989 
 11 Subject File Challenge- Printed Materials  1991-1994 
 12 Subject File Challenge- Printed Materials Sum 1998 
 13 Subject File Challenge- Records of Book Orders  1972-1973 
 14 Subject File J.S. Clayborn 1992- 
1994 
 15  Subject File Colloquy 1983 
 16 Subject File Colloquy 1986 
 17 Subject File Concerned Methodist 1996 
34 1  Subject File Confessing Movement 1993-2001 
 2 Subject File Confessing Movement 1993-2001 
 3 Subject File Confessing Movement 1993-2001 
 4 Subject File Confessing Movement  1994-1999 
 5 Subject File Confessing Movement 1994-1999 
35 1 Subject File Confessing Movement 1999 
 2 Subject File Confessing Movement 1999 
 3 Subject File Confessing Movement 2000 
 4 Subject File  Consultation on the Future of the Church 1994-1998 
 5 Subject File Council of Evangelism 1973-1975 
 6 Subject File Council of Evangelism 1991 
 7  Subject File The Crises of Theological Education in the 
UMC 
1975 
 8 Subject File Crusade for Christ- Abilene, TX Oct 18-25, 
1970 
 9 Subject File Crusade Schedule 1969-1975 
n.d. 
 10 Subject File Crusades- Correspondence 1968- 
1971 
 11  Subject File Declaration of Universal Rights  Apr 1988 
 12 Subject File Denison- Moore Lectures- Correspondence 1972- 
1973 
 13 Subject File  Denison- Moore Lectures- Correspondence 1973-1975 
 14 Subject File Denison- Moore Lectures- Speakers 1973 
 15 Subject File District Appointments 1993 
 16 Subject File Dough, Whitney n.d. 
 17 Subject File Dugan Jr., Robert P. 1981 
 18 Subject File EREA- 30th Anniversary Celebration 1994 
 19 Subject File EREA- 30th Anniversary Speech 1994 
36 1  Subject File EREA- Appeal Letters 1984-1991 
 2 Subject File EREA- Applicants and Letters of 
Recommendation 
1989-1990 
 3 Subject File EREA- Association Board 1996 
 4 Subject File EREA- Association Information 1975-1990 
 5 Subject File EREA- BAsic Concept of Crusade 
Organization 
n.d. 
 6 Subject File EREA- Ben Wattenberg at Large n.d. 
 7 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1966-1979 
 8 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1967, 
1969, 
1978 
 9 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1972-1973 
 10 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting Nov 1978 
 11 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1980-1998 
 12 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1983-1994 
 13 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting  Nov 
20-21, 
1992 
 14 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1993 
 15 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1995 
 16 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 1997 
 17 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting 2000 
 18 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting June 2000 
37 1  Subject File EREA- Board Meeting June 17, 
2000 
 2 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting  Dec 2000 
 3 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting May 5, 
2001 
 4 Subject File EREA- Board Meeting May 2001 
 5 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors LIst 1994-1995 
 6 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting n.d. 
 7 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1966 
 8 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Dec 1973 
 9 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting May 1974 
 10 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Sept 1974 
 11 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1976-1990 
 12 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1976-1990 
 13 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1977 
 14 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1979 
 15 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1980 
 16 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1980 
 17 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1983 
38 1 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1986-1993 
 2 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Apr 1983 
 3 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Nov 1985 
 4 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Aug 1987 
 5 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  1990 
 6 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Mar 1990 
 7 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1990 
 8 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1991-1996 
 9 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1991 
 10 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Nov 1991 
 11 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1992 
 12 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1992 
 13  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Nov 1992 
 14  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  1993-1994 
39 1  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1993 
 2 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1993 
 3 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Nov 1993 
 4 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1994-1995 
 5 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  July 1994 
 6 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1997-2001 
 7 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1994 
 8 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1994 
 9 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1995 
 10 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1995 
 11 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Dec 1995 
 12 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Aug 1996 
 13 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  Dece 1996 
 14  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1997-2001 
 15 Subject File  EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 1997 
40 1  Subject File  EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1997 
 2 Subject File EREA -Board of Directors Meeting May 1998 
 3 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Nov 1998 
 4 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1999 
 5 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1999 
 6 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting May 1999 
 7 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 1999 
 8 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting  2000 
 9 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Apr 2001 
 10 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting Dec 2001 
 11  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Executive Secretary Report 
Apr 1985 
 12 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1990 
 13 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1996 
 14 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1996-1997 
 15 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1997 
 16 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1997 
 17 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting- 
Correspondence 
1998 
 18 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting and 
Executive Committee- Correspondence 
1991-1992 
41 1  Subject File EREA- Board of Directors Meeting and 
Executive Committee- Correspondence 
EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 
1993-1994 
 2 Subject File EREA- Board of Director List  n.d. 
 3 Subject File EREA- Board of Director List 1996 
 4 Subject File EREA- Board of Directors List 2000 
 5 Subject File EREA- Board of Director Minutes 1984-1994 
 6 Subject File EREA- Board of Director Minutes 1991-1998 
 7 Subject File EREA- Book Orders 1987-1988 
 8 Subject File EREA- Bylaws and Articles of 
Incorporation 
1964, 
1972  
 9 Subject File  EREA- A Celebration of 30 Years of 
Prophetic and Evangelistic Ministry 
1954-1994 
 10 Subject File EREA- Convocation 1973 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1966 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1968-1993 
42 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1968-1993 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Invitations 1970-1971 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1971 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Denison Lectures  1971-1972 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1972-1973 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1975-1976 
n.d. 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Mailings 1979-1980 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1979-198- 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1908-1981 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1981 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1982-1983 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1982 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1983-1900 
43 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1983 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1983 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1983 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1983 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1983 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 1983 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 1984 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1987-1988 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1990 
 10  Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Ray and Evelyn 
Fund 
1991-1992 
 11 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Feb 1991 
 12  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 1991 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1991 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1991 
 15 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1991 
 16 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1991 
 17 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 1991 
 18 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 1991 
 19  Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Oct 1991 
44 1  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1991 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence  Dec 1991 
 3 Subject File EREA -Correspondence 1992 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1992 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1992-1993 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan-Mar 
1992 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 92, 
Dec 92, 
Jan-Mar 
93 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1992 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1992 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 1992 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr-Jun 
1992 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1992 
45 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1992 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1992 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jul-Sept 
1992 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 1992 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 1992 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct 1992 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct-Dec 
1992 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1992 
46 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1993-1998 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Thank YOu 1993-1998 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 1993 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1993 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1993 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1993 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1993 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 1993  
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 1993 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1993 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1993 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1993 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1993 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1993 
 15 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1993 
 16  Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1993 
 17  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 1993 
47 1  Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Sept 1993 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 1993 
 3  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct 1993 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct 1993 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1993 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1993 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1993 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1993 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1993 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1994 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 1994 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 1994 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1994 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1994 
 15 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1994 
48 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1994 
 2 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Apr 1994 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1994 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1994 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1994 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1997 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 1998 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 1998 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Mar 1998 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 1994 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1994  
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence  Dec 1994 
49 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1995 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 1998 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 1998 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 1998 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 1998 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 1998  
 7  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 1998 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct 1998 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 1998 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 1998 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 2000 
 12  Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 2000 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 2000 
 14 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Mar 2000 
 15 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 2000 
 16 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 2000 
 17 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 2000 
 18 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 2000 
50 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence  Oct 2000 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 2000 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Dec 2000 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 2001-2002 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 2001 
 6 Subject File EREA - Correspondence Feb 2001 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Apr 2001 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence May 2001 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence June 2001 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence July 2001 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Aug 2001 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Sept 2001 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Oct 2001 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Nov 2001 
 15 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence Dec 2001 
 16 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 2002 
 17 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 2002 
 18 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Feb 2002 
 19 Subject File EREA- Correspondence Jan 2003 
 20 Subject File EREA- Correspondence 1979, 
1995, 
2001 
 21 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- A 1970-1973 
 22 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- B 1970-1973 
 23 Subject File EREA- Correspondence - C 1970-1973 
51 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- D 1970-1973 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- E 1970-1973 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- F 1970-1973 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- G 1970-1973 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- H 1970-1973 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- I/J  1970-1973 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence K 1970-1973 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence K 1970-1973 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence L 1970-1973 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence M 1970-1973 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence N/O 1970-1973 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence P 1970-1973 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Q<U<X-Z 1970-1972 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence-S 1970-1973 
 15 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence- T 1970-1973 
52 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- W 1970-1973 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Faxes 1999 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- 700 Club 1986-1987 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Appeal Letters 1982 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Cancelled 
Engagements 
1983-1990 
 6 Subject File EREA -Correspondence- Catholic Schools 1972 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- A Celebration of 
30 Years of Prophetic and Evangelistic 
Ministry 
1954-1994 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- A Celebration of 
30 Years of Prophetic and Evangelistic 
Ministry 
1954-1994 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Challenge July 1993 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Christmas  1985, 
1988-1989 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Churches Where 
Preached  
1981-1982 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Contributions 1978-1979 
53 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Faxes 1999 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Dension Lectures 1969-1971 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Dension Lectures 1973 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Incoming Jan 1983 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Incoming Mar 1983 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Invitations 
Committee 
1969 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Music 1968-1970 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- A New 
Commitment 
1971 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Newspapers 1972 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Orr, William C.  1987-1989 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Dec 1982 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Jan 1983 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Feb 1983 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Mar 1983 
54 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Religious 
Publications 
1969-1973 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Richardson, 
Nanetta C. 
1987-1989 
 3 Subject File EREA- Correspondence-Robb, Martha 1980 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Personal to 
Contributors 
1980 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Prayer Requests  1987 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Racial 
Reconciliation 
1999 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing April 1983 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Apr, Aug 
1991 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Patterson, Rev. 
John D. 
1989 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Perkins 
Theological Seminary- Women’s Week 
1990 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Robb, Edmund W. 1966-1973 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Schwartz, Carolyn 
Lynn 
1993 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Feb 1983 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence-Outgoing Mar 1983 
54 1 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Religious 
Publications 
1969-1973 
 2 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Richardson, 
Nanetta C. 
1987-1989 
 3 Subject File EREA- COrrespondence- Robb, Martha 1980 
 4 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Personal to 
Contributors 
1980 
 5 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Prayer Requests 1987 
 6 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Racial 
Reconciliation 
1999 
 7 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing April 1983 
 8 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Outgoing Apr, Aug 
1991 
 9 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Patterson, Rev. 
John D. 
1989 
 10 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Perkins 
Theological Seminary- Women’s Week 
1990 
 11 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Robb, Edmund W. 1966-1973 
 12 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Schwartz, Carolyn 
Lynn 
1993 
 13 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Scurlock 
Foundation 
1979, 
1985, 
1988 
 14 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Shell Oil 
COmpany 
1988 
 15 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Spiritual 
Encounter Weekend 
1980 
 16 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Sweney, Jim 1982 
 17 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Tape Ministry 1986-1987 
1991 
 18 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Texas 
Employment Commission 
1973 
 19 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Thank You Letters 1976, 
1981 
 20 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Thank You Letters 1982-1983 
 21 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- Thank You Letters 1987 
 22 Subject File  EREA- Correspondence- Wesleyan Partner 
Thank You Letter 
1979 
 23 Subject File EREA- Correspondence- World Council on 
Evangelism 
1993 
55 1 Subject File EREA- Early Beginnings N.d., 
1967, 
1994 
 2 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee 1976-1994 
 3 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee 1976-1994 
 4 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee Meeting Sept 1990 
 5 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee Meeting Aug 1991 
 6 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee Meeting  July 1992 
 7 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee Meeting Aug 1995  
 8 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee Meeting July 2001 
 9 Subject File EREA- Executive Committee 
Correspondence 
1995 
 10 Subject File EREA- FinancialBudgets 1990 
 11 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- First UMC 1967-1971 
 12 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents  1968-1970 
 13 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- Fundraising 1995 
 14 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- Fundraising 1996 
 15 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- Fundraising 1999 
 16 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- Vouchers/ 
Receipts 
1972-1973 
 17 Subject File EREA- Financial Documents- W2 Forms 1970 
 18 Subject File EREA- Financial Material- Budget 1990 
56 1 Subject File EREA- Financial Material- Budget 1991 
 2 Subject File EREA- Financial Reports- Deposits Dec 1998 
 3 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1982-1983 
 4 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1983-1984 
 5 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1984-1985 
 6 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1985-1986 
 7 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report  
1986-1987 
 8 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1987-1988 
 9 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1988-1989 
 10 Subject File  EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1989-1990 
 11 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1990-1991 
 12 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1991-1992 
 13 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements and 
Accountants Report 
1992-1993 
 14 Subject File EREA- Financial Statements- Frank Life 
Stocks 
1969, 
1972 
 15 Subject File EREA- Fundraiser Appeal Letters 2000 
 16 Subject File EREA- Fundraiser Appeal Letters 2001 
 17 Subject File EREA- Holiday Inn Correspondence Fall 1996 
 18 Subject File EREA- Legal Documents- Mailing Permits 1965-1967 
 19 Subject File EREA- List- Addresses of Board Members Oct 1974 
 20 Subject File EREA- List of People to Visit n.d. 
 21 Subject File EREA- Mailings 1999 
 22 Subject File EREA- Missions Conference Program 1978 
 23 Subject File EREA- Order Forms 1989 
 24 Subject File EREA- Past or Cancelled Crusades 1969-1972 
 25 Subject File EREA- Past or Cancelled Crusades  1971-1972 
 26 Subject File EREA- Personalized Devotional Program 
Proposal  
1989 
57 1 Subject File  EREA- Printed Material- Thomson, Dr. 1969 
 2 Subject File EREA- Proposal to Directors 1990 
 3 Subject File EREA- Spiritual Encounter Weekend 1981-1991 
 4 Subject File EREA- Spiritual Encounter Weekend 1983- 
1991 
 5 Subject File EREA- Spiritual Encounter Weekend 1985 
 6 Subject File EREA- Spiritual Encounter Weekend 1989 
 7 Subject File EREA- Vineyard Church 1996 
 8 Subject File EREA- Easter Declaration 1982 
 9 Subject File EREA- Eastern Europe Trip 1990 
 10 Subject File EREA- Eastern Europe N.d.d, 
1991 
 11 Subject File EREA- Eastern Europe/ Romania N.d., 1990 
 12 Subject File EREA- Ecumenical Coalition on Women 
and Society 
1998 
 13 Subject File EREA- Ed Robb Crusade- Financial 
Material  
1970 
 14 Subject File Ed Robb Evangelistic Crusade  1972 
 15 Subject File Edgar, Fred R.- Sermons n.d. 
 16  Subject File Elders of the Order of the Cross- Address 
List 
n.d. 
 17 Subject File Estate Planning n.d. 
 18 Subject File Ester Action Council 1978-1982 
 19 Subject File Ester Action Council- Printed Materials 1984 
 20 Subject File Evangelists Approach and Procedure 1966-1969 
58 1 Subject File EREA- Proposed Budget 1972-1973 
 2 Subject File EREA- Public Relations Recommendations n.d. 
 3 Subject File EREA- Reports - Boards and Committee 
Meetings 
1971 
 4 Subject File EREA- Resolution 1977 
 5 Subject File EREA- Revival at First UMC, Olton, TX 1992 
 6 Subject File EREA- Schedule  1978-1979  
 7 Subject File EREA- Secretarial Duties n.d. 
 8 Subject File Evangelical Council for Financial 
Accountability 
1989-1990 
 9 Subject File Evangelical Council for Financial 
Accountability  
1990-1992 
 10 Subject File Evangelical Council for Financial 1992-1994 
Accountability 
 11 Subject File Evangelical Coalition for UM Women  1991 
 12 Subject File Execu Train- Correspondence 1989 
 13 Subject File Faith Promise Commitments May 1999 
 14 Subject File First National Bank of Marshall 1986 
 15 Subject File First UMC, Marshall, TX 1995-1999 
n.d. 
 16 Subject File First UMC, Marshall, TX- Council Planning 2003 
 17 Subject File First UMC, Marshall, TX- Evangelism 
Committee 
1996-1997 
 18 Subject File Flowers, Charlie R. 1977 
 19 Subject File Flowers, Pauline- Funeral  1994 
59 1 Subject File Ford, Rev. Kenneth B. 1986-1991 
 2 Subject File Ford, Rev. Kenneth- District Superintendent 
of NW TX Conference 
1986-1987 
 3 Subject File Forest Hill Methodist Church- History 1951-2000 
 4 Subject File The Francis Asbury Society- 
Correspondence- Dr. Dennis Kinlaw 
1991-1995 
 5 Subject File General Conference 1996 
 6 Subject File General Conference 2000 
 7 Subject File General Council on Ministries 1991 
 8 Subject File General Evangelism 1993 
 9 Subject File Good News 1974-1979 
 10 Subject File Good News 1989-2000 
 11 Subject File  Good News 1997 
 12 Subject File Good News  1997 
 13 Subject File Good News- An Affirmation of Scriptural 1975 
Christianity for UM 
 14 Subject File Good News- Board Meetings 1976 
 15 Subject File Good  News- Board Meetings 1978 
 16 Subject File Good News- Board Meetings 2002 
60 1 Subject File Good News 1975-1976 
n.d. 
 2 Subject File Good News- Board of Directors List N.d., 
1976, 
1980 
 3 Subject File Good News- Board Meetings 1975 
 4 Subject File Good News- Board of Directors Meeting 2001 
 5 Subject File Good News- Board of Directors Resolutions 1975 
 6 Subject File Good News- Budget Proposal 1975 
 7 Subject File Good News- Confirmations n.d. 
 8 Subject File Good News- Convocation 1994 
 9 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1975 
 10 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1975 
 11 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1975 
 12 Subject File  Good News- Correspondence 1975-1976 
n.d. 
 13 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1976 
 14 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1993-1994 
 15 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1994 
 16 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1994-1996 
61 1 Subject File  Good News- Correspondence 1995- 
1996 
 2 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 1998-2001 
 3 Subject File Good News- Correspondence 2000-2001 
 4 Subject File Good News- Correspondence- Keysor, 
Charles 
1975-1976 
n.d. 
 5 Subject File Good News- Correspondence- Robb, 
Edmund W. 
1975-1976 
n.d. 
 6 Subject File Good News- Correspondence- Robb 
Renewal Award  
Feb 2000 
 7  Subject File Good News- Critique of UM Position on 
Homosexuality 
1975 
 8 Subject File Good News- Executive Committee 
Meetings 
1976-1977 
 9 Subject File Good News- Executive Committee 
Meetings 
1988-1997 
 10 Subject File Good News- Financial Statements  1975-1976 
 11  Subject File Good News- Judicial Council of UMC 1984 
 12 Subject File Good News- News Clippings N.d., 1976 
62 1  Subject File Good News- Newsletters 1992-1993 
 2 Subject File Good News- Newsletters 1992-1993 
 3 Subject File Good News- Political Strategy Committee 1975 
 4 Subject File Good News- Printed Materials 1970, 
1977 
 5 Subject File Good News- Printed Materials  1975 
 6 Subject File Good News- Printed Materials 1975-1976 
n.d. 
 7 Subject File Good News- Printed Materials N.d., 1976 
 8 Subject File Good News- Revised Promotional Brochure n.d. 
 9 Subject File Good News- A Statement of Scriptural 
Christianity for UM 
1975 
 10 Subject File Hackley Scholarship 1970 
 11 Subject File Hagler, T. Jack- Correspondence 1992 
 12 Subject File Hale, Joe 1991-1993 
 13 Subject File Hardin, Ray- Correspondence 1986, 
1990 
 14 Subject File Harper, Steve 1992-1996 
63 1 Subject File Harper, Steve 1994-2000 
 2 Subject File Henry, Dr. Carl F. H.  1979-1995 
n.d. 
 3 Subject File Holy Land Tour- Correspondence 1988 
 4 Subject File IRD- Printed Material  1979-1983 
 5 Subject File IRD 1979-1983 
 6 Subject File IRD 1982 
 7 Subject File IRD 1985 
 8 Subject File IRD 1993 
 9 Subject File IRD 1993-1994 
64 1 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors 1993-1994 
 2 Subject File IRD- Human Rights 1994 
 3 Subject File IRD 1994 
 4 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1994 
 5 Subject File IRD 1994 
 6 Subject File IRD 1994 
 7 Subject File IRD 1994 
 8 Subject File IRD 1995 
 9 Subject File IRD 1995 
 10 Subject File  IRD 1995 
 11 Subject File IRD 1995 
65 1 Subject File IRD 1996 
 2 Subject File IRD 1996 
 3 Subject File IRD  1997 
 4 Subject File IRD 1997-1998 
 5 Subject File IRD 1998 
 6 Subject File IRD 1998 
 7 Subject File IRD- A Call to the Women of the Church n.d. 
 8 Subject File IRD- A Time for Candor 1983 
 9 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1990-1991 
66 1 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1996-1997 
 2 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1990 
 3 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1996 
 4 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1996-1999 
 5 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1998-2001 
 6 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 1999 
 7 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 2000 
 8 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 2001 
 9 Subject File IRD- Board of Directors Meeting 2002 
 10 Subject File IRD- Christianity Democracy and Churches 
Today 
1982 
 11 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1992-2002 
 12 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1996 
67 1 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Fund Appeal Letters 1985-1988 
 2 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Fund Appeal Letters 1985-1988 
 3 Subject File  IRD- Correspondence 1991-1992 
 4 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1993 
 5 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1993 
 6 Subject File IRD- Correspondence 1993 
 7 Subject File  IRD- Correspondence-  Hill, Dr. Kent R. 1990-1992 
 8 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Hill, Dr. Kent R.  190-1992 
 9 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Jessup, David 1999-2000 
 10 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Kalas, DR. J. 
Ellsworth 
1982-1990 
 11 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Knippers, Diane  1990-1992 
68 1 Subject File IRD- Correspondence-  Memos 1992-1993 
 2 Subject File IRD- Correspondence- Robb, Edmund W. 1990-1992 
 3 Subject File IRD- Debate- Christianity Democracy and 
the Churches Today 
1982 
 4 Subject File IRD- Evangelical Coalition for UM Women 1991 
 5 Subject File IRD- Financial 1996-2001 
 6 Subject File IRD- Financial  Reports 1998-1999 
 7  Subject File IRD- Manuscripts- Reports To Board of 
Directors 
n.d. 
 8 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Conference on 
Religious Freedom 
n.d. 
 9 Subject File IRD- Printed Material  n.d. 
 10 Subject File IRD- Printed Material  1972-1983 
n.d. 
 11  Subject File IRD- PRinted Material 1981-1983 
 12 Subject File IRD- Printed Material N.d., 
1982, 
1985 
69 1 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Faith and Freedom 1984-1996 
 2 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Religion and 
Democracy  
1989-1993 
 3 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Latin America 1990 
 4 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Whose Fold is it 
ANyway, Dr. Kent Hill 
1990 
 5 Subject File IRD- Printed Material 1990 
 6 Subject File IRD- Printed Material 1990-1992 
 7 Subject File  IRD- Printed Material 1990-1992  
 8  Subject File  IRD- Printed Material- Reading the World  1992 
 9 Subject File IRD- Printed Material 1984-1993 
 10 Subject File IRD- Printed Material 1990-1991 
 11 Subject File IRD- Printed Material 1991-1994 
 12 Subject File IRD- Printed Material- Articles 1994-1995 
 13 Subject File IRD- Religious Literary Conference Oct 1984 
 14 Subject File IRD- Reports 1993-1994 
 15 Subject File IRD- Sanctuary Conference Oct 1985 
 16 Subject File IRD- Search Committee 1988-1992 
70 1 Subject File IRD- Search Committee 1993 
 2 Subject File IRD- UM Action 1999-2001 
 3 Subject File IRD- Washington Reception June 1984 
 4 Subject File IRD- White House Outreach Working 
Group on Central America 
1984-1985 
 5 Subject File IRD- Van Kaam, Adrian and Mato, Susan  1991, 
1993 
 6  Subject File International Congress on World 
Evangelism- Printed Material 
July 
16-25, 
1974 
 7 Subject File International Congress on World 1974 
Evangelism- Lausanne, Switzerland 
 8 Subject File John Wesley Fellows 1986 
 9 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Addresses 1993 
 10 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Applicants  n.d. 
 11 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application Form n.d. 
 12 Subject File *** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
John Wesley Fellows- Application (A) 
1998 
 13 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (B-D) 1998 
 14 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (E-F) 1998 
 15 Subject File John Wesley Fellows -Application (G-H) 1998 
71 1 Subject File *** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
John Wesley Fellows- Application (K) 
1998 
 2 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (M-O) 1998 
 3 Subject File John Wesley Fellows -Application (V-W) 1998 
 4 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (A-D) 1999 
 5 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (E-H) 1999 
 6 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (K-Sa) 1999 
 7 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Application (Sh-Y) 
*** RESTRICTED ACCESS *** 
1999 
 8  Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Christmas Letters 1987-1994 
 9 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Correspondence 1990 
72 1 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Correspondence 1993-1995 
 2 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Correspondence 1995, 
1997 
 3 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Correspondence- 
Selection Committee 
1993 
 4 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Financial Material 1986-1989 
 5 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- List of Names and 
Addresses 
1987-1992 
 6 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Printed Material- 
Directory 
1995-1997 
 7 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Printed Material- 
Fast Book 
1995-1996 
 8 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Printed Material- 
Newsletter 
1989 
 9 Subject File John Wesley Fellows- Printed Material- 
Trustees Meeting 
July 1980 
 10 Subject File Joplin UMC 1995 
 11 Subject File Kaplan, Roger- Correspondence 1986 
 12 Subject File Kamalson, Rev. Samuel T.- Correspondence 1986 
 13 Subject File Kemmerly M.D., J. Robert 1975 
 14 Subject File Keysor, Charles W. 1976-1977 
 15 Subject File Kondracke, Morton- Literary Production, 
Who Wants Peace? 
1987 
 16 Subject File Lewis, C.S. Articles n.d. 
 17 Subject File Liberation Theology 1982-1985 
 18 Subject File Littleton, CO Tragedy- Printed Material May 1999 
 19  Subject File Malson, Rev. Paul- Correspondence 1989-1990 
 20  Subject File Marshall News Messenger 19986 
 21 Subject File Marshall, TX 1998-1999 
 22 Subject File McClain, Rev. Richard- Correspondence 1986 
 23 Subject File McMurry College- The Claudyne Brown 
Thorp Chair of Religion 
N.d., 1969 
 24 Subject File Methodism History- Correspondence 1999 
 25 Subject File The Miami Tribune- Correspondence 1983 
 26 Subject File Mickey, Dr. Paul A.- Correspondence 1976-1988 
 27 Subject File MSUM 1987 
 28 Subject File MSUM- Nominations 1989-1993 
73 1 Subject File MSUM 1992  
 2 Subject File MSUM 1990-1993 
 3 Subject File MSUM 1992 
 4 Subject File MSUM 1995 
 5 Subject File MSUM 1996 
 6 Subject File MSUM 1996 
 7 Subject File MSUM 1997 
 8 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors List 1994-1995 
74 1 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors List 1984-1994 
 2 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1992-1993 
 3 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1992-1994 
 4 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1995 
 5 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1996 
 6 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1997 
 7 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting Oct 1997 
 8 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1998 
 9 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 1998 
75 1 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 2001 
 2 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting 2002 
 3 Subject File MSUM- Board of Directors Meeting May 
21-23, 
2002 
 4 Subject File MSUM- By- Laws  2002 
 5 Subject File MSUM- Correspondence 1992 
 6 Subject File MSUM- Correspondence 1994 
 7 Subject File MSUM- Correspondence 1998-2001 
 8 Subject File MSUM- Documents/ Articles of 
Incorporation 
1983-1984 
 9 Subject File MSUM- Every Christian a Missionary, 
Phillip Spottswood 
n.d. 
 10 Subject File MSUM- Executive Board Meeting Feb 1995 
 11 Subject File MSUM- Executive Board Meeting Jan 1992 
 12 Subject File MSUM- The Faith that Compels Us, H.T. 
Maclin 
1995 
 13 Subject File MSUM- Field Ministries 1993 
 14 Subject File MSUM- Financial Statements  1992 
 15 Subject File MSUM- Financial Statements 1992 
 16 Subject File MSUM- Financial Statements 1996 
 17 Subject File MSUM- Meetings 1997-2002 
 18 Subject File MSUM- Missionaries 1996 
 19 Subject File MSUM- Printed Materials 1993 
 20 Subject File MSUM- Printed Materials- A View from 
Pasadena 
1993 
76 1 Subject File MSUM- Wills and Estate Planning 1993 
 2 Subject File National Association of Evangelism 1984-1995 
 3 Subject File National Council of Churches 1990-1991 
n.d. 
 4 Subject File National Council of Churches 1981-1982 
n.d. 
 5 Subject File National COuncil of Evangelism 1974 
 6 Subject File Net Results Jan 1987 
 7 Subject File Newman, Ron- COrrespondence 1988 
 8 Subject File Nicaragua- Printed Materials 1983-1984 
 9 Subject File Northwest TX Conference- Finance and 
Administration 
1975-1976 
 10 Subject File Northwest TX Conference N.d., 1990 
 11 Subject File Northwest TX Conference- List- Directory 1979 
 12 Subject File Northwestern Jurisdiction of UMC- Printed 
Material 
Oct 1994 
 13 Subject File Order of the Cross- Elders’ Address List n.d. 
 14 Subject File Omega Travel Agency 1994 
77 1 Subject File OMS International 1976-1986 
 2 Subject File Pastors Bookset Project  n.d. 
 3 Subject File Perry, Rick 1998 
 4 Subject File Petitions to General Conference 1999 
 5 Subject File Personal Calendar 1990-1991 
 6 Subject File Personal Calendar 1991-1993 
 7 Subject File Personal Calendar 1995-2000 
 8 Subject File Philippines Trip 1995 
 9 Subject File Poland 1982 
 10 Subject File Political Correctness 1991 
 11 Subject File Prodemca- Nicaragua 1985-1986 
 12 Subject File Presbyterians Pro-Life n.d. 
 13 Subject File Promotional Radio/ TV- Printed Material 1967-1968 
 14 Subject File Publicity Interviews 1986 
 15 Subject File Racial Reconciliation COmmittee- 
Correspondence/ Printed Material  
2000-2001 
78 1 Subject File Rainbow Fund- Correspondence 1988 
 2 Subject File Reagan, President Ronald 1985-1987 
 3 Subject File ReImaging Conference 1993 
 4 Subject File ReImagining Conference 1993 
 5 Subject File ReImagining Conference- Printed Materials 1993-1994 
 6 Subject File Religion and Society Report- Printed 
Material 
1993-1995 
 7 Subject File Retirement 1981-1995 
 8 Subject File Riverdale covenant 1996 
 9 Subject File R.L. and Frances Kirk Scholarship Fund 1984 
 10 Subject File Robb, James S. 1981-1995 
 11 Subject File Robb, Ed- Appointment Information 1993-1995 
 12 Subject File Robb, Ed- Retirement Celebration N.d., 2001 
 13 Subject File Robb, Ed- Retirement Celebration n.d., 2001 
79 1 Subject File Robb III, Edmund- Woodlands UMC 1988-1997 
 2 Subject File Robb III, Edmund- Woodlands UMC 1988-1997 
 3 Subject File Robb, Jim 1995 
 4 Subject File Robinson, Forrest J.- Kansas: Our 
Development, Our Resources, and Our 
Responsibility 
n.d. 
 5 Subject File Russia 1982, 
1992 
 6 Subject File Spiritual Encounter Weekend 1970-1990 
 7 Subject File Stokes, Mack B. 1992 
 8 Subject File St. Luke and St. paul UMC 1976 
 9 Subject File St. Luke UMC- Charge Conference 1974 
 10 Subject File St. Luke UMC, Lubbock, TX 1975, 
1988 
 11  Subject File St. Paul Methodist Church Directory 1965 
 12  Subject File Statement of Official US Observer 
Delegation 
n.d. 
 13 Subject File Thomson, Carlton- Funeral 1995 
80 1 Subject File Think- Tank- Planning Meeting 1993 
 2 Subject File Thomas Nelson Publishers- Correspondence 1984-1985 
 3 Subject File Transforming COngregations- 
Homosexuality 
1995 
 4 Subject File Travel Expenses- Financial Material 1968 
 5 Subject File UMC Annual Conference 1991 
 6 Subject File UMC Annual Conference Action List N.d., 2000 
 7 Subject File UMC- General Board of Global Ministries- 
A Call for Reform of Women’s Division 
2001 
 8 Subject File UMC- General Conference 1978,1980 
 9 Subject File UMC- UM Senate 1991 
 10 Subject File UM Communication- News Service of the 
UMC 
1977 
 11 Subject File U.S. Congress on Evangelism 1968 
 12 Subject File U.S. Presidential Delegation of Observers May 1984 
 13 Subject File St. Paul and St. Luke Newsletters  1964-1966 
1979 
 14 Subject File Visions Network Inc. 1990 
 15 Subject File Vision Workshop n.d. 
 16 Subject File The Wesley Letter- Printed Material N.d., 1975 
 17 Subject File Wesley Putnam Ministries- Printed Material 1981, 
1984 
 18 Subject File Wiley College- Correspondence 2000 
 19 Subject File Wladar, Antonia n.d. 
 20 Subject File World Congress on Evangelism- 
Correspondence 
1969-1973 
 21 Subject File UM Reporter 1986-1990 
n.d. 
81 1 Reports  EREA- Board of Directors Meeting 1977-1978 
 2 Reports  Statistical- Methodism 1936-1961 
 3 Reports Report Form for Appointments Beyond 
Local Church- Robb, Edmund W. 
n.d. 
 4 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 1 1995 
 5 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 2  1997 
 6 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 3  1998 
 7 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 4 1999 
 8 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 5 2000 
 9 Literary 
Production 
Alert! Publication- Vol. 6 2001 
 10 Literary 
Production 
Alert! 2000-2001 
 11 Literary 
Production 
Alert! 2001 
 12 Literary 
Production 
Articles n.d. 
 13 Literary 
Production 
Articles n.d. 
 14 Literary 
Production 
Article- Celebration in Ministry n.d. 
 15 Literary 
Production 
Article- The Crisis of Theological 
Education in the UMC 
1975 
 16 Literary 
Production 
Article- I am Proud to be an American  n.d. 
 
 17 Literary 
Production  
Article- Los Angeles Times n.d. 
 18 Literary 
Production  
Article- The Predicament of Methodism n.d. 
 19 Literary 
Production  
Authority of the Word of God n.d. 
 20 Literary 
Production  
Betrayal of the Church 1987 
 21 Literary 
Production  
Betrayal of the Church- Lex Orandi Fall 1987 
 22 Literary 
Production  
Betrayal of the Church- Book Outline n.d. 
 23 Literary 
Production  
Book, Chapters, Materials 1995 
 24 Literary 
Production  
Call to Commitment n.d. 
 25 Literary 
Production  
The Case for Hope: American Methodism at 
200, Christianity Today 
1984 
 26 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 1 1974 
 27 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 2 1975-1976 
 28 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 3 1976-1977 
 29 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 6 1980 
 30 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 12 1986 
 31 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 14 1988 
 32 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 15 1989 
 33 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 16 1990 
 34 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 17 1990-1991 
 35 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 18 1991-1992 
 36 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 19 1992-1993 
82 1 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 20 1993-1994 
 2 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 21 1994-1995 
 3 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 22 1995-1996 
 4 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 23 1996-1997 
 5 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 24 1997-1998 
 6 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 25 1998-1999 
 7 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 26 2000 
 8 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 27 2000-2001 
 9 Literary 
Production  
Catalyst Publication- Vol. 28 2002 
 10 Literary 
Publication 
Challenge Publication 1968 
 11 Literary 
Publication 
Challenge Publication  1969 
 12 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Oct 1970 
 13 Literary 
Publication 
Challenge Publication Dec 1970 
 14 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication April 1970 
 15 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication 1970 
 16 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication June 1971 
 17 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Aug 1971 
 18 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Oct 1971 
 19 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Dec 1971 
 20 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication 1971 
 21 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication 1971-1979 
 22 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Feb 1972 
83 1 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication June 1972 
 2 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication June 1972 
n.d. 
 3 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Aug 1972 
 4 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Oct 1972 
 5 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Dec 1972 
 6 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication 1972 
 7 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Feb 1973 
 8 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication Apr 1973 
 9 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 5 1973 
 10 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 6 1973 
 11 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 7  1974 
 12 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 8 1975 
 13 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 9  1976 
 14 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 10 1977 
 15 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 11 1978 
 16 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 12 1979 
 17 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 13 1980 
 18 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 14 1981 
 19 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 14 1982 
 20 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 15 1983 
 21 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 16 1984 
 22 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 17 1985 
 23 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 18 1986 
 24 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 19 1987 
 25 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 20 Fall 1987 
 26 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Printed Materials Summer 
1988 
 27 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 21  1988 
 28 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 22 1989 
84 1 Literary 
Production 
Challenge Articles 1990, 
2000-2001 
 2 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 23 1990 
 3 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 24 1991 
 4 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 25 1992-1993 
 5 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 26 1993 
 6 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 27 1994 
 7 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 28 1995 
 8 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication 1996 
 9 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 29 1996 
 10 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 30 1996-1997 
 11 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 31 1998 
 12 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 32 1999 
 13 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 33 2000 
 14 Literary 
Production  
Challenge Publication- Vol. 34 2001 
 15 Literary 
Production  
Christian Scandalmongering n.d. 
 16 Literary 
Production  
Commitment- The Secret to Victorious 
Living- Speech 
n.d. 
 17 Literary 
Production  
Commitment- The Secret to Victorious 
Living Speech- Speech 
n.d. 
 18 Literary 
Production  
The Crisis in Theological Education in the 
UMC 
1975 
 19 Literary 
Production  
The Crisis in Theological Education in the 
UMC 
1975 
 20 Literary 
Production  
An Emancipation Proclamation for 
Evangelicals Within the UMC 
n.d. 
 21 Literary 
Production  
EREA Newsletter Publication 1967 
85 1 Literary 
Publication 
EREA Newsletter Publication 1966 
 2 Literary 
Production  
The Evangelistic Imperative n.d. 
 3 Literary 
Production  
The Good Foundation n.d. 
 4 Literary 
Production  
Integrity in Church Life  1984 
 5 Literary 
Production  
Integrity in Church Life 1984 
 6 Literary 
Production  
Is it Ever Right to Fight? - Sermon n.d. 
 7 Literary 
Production  
The Issue of Faith Apr 1979 
 8 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- The Authentic Man n.d. 
 9 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- The Betrayal of the Church  n.d. 
 10 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- Dead Orthodoxy, Evangelical 
Education Fund 
n.d. 
 11 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- EREA Christmas Letter 1978 
 12 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- I Believe in Preaching  n.d. 
 13 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- Mercy Drops Round Us Are 
Falling  
n.d. 
 14 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- A New Commitment 1970 
 15 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- The Path to Renewal n.d. 
 16 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- A Renewed UMC n.d. 
 17 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- The Wesleyan Message, I Was 
Not Disobedient 
N.d., 1985 
 18 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- Vital Issues in United 
Methodism 
n.d. 
 19 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- My Vision for the Future n.d. 
 20 Literary 
Production  
Manuscript- Neo- Paganism n.d. 
 21 Literary 
Production  
Outline for Book- The Betrayal of the 
Church 
1984 
 22 Literary 
Production  
A Prayer for Our Nation n.d. 
 23 Literary 
Production  
The Predicament of Methodism, 
Christianity Today  
n.d. 
 24 Literary 
Production  
Research Notes- The Betrayal of the Church N.d., 
1983-1984 
 25 Literary 
Production  
Renewal I See Across the Church n.d. 
 26 Literary 
Production  
Robb, Edmund W. N.d., 1990 
 27 Literary 
Production  
Robb, Edmund W.  N.d., 2001 
 28 Literary 
Production  
Sermons/ Addresses N.d., 
1975, 
1988 
 29 Literary 
Production  
Servants of the Cross 1976 
 30 Literary 
Production  
Special Report on My Recent Trip to Great 
Britain  
1982 
 31 Literary 
Production  
Special Report on My Recent Trip to Great 
Britain and the Continent 
n.d. 
 32 Literary 
Production  
Speech- A Call to Commitment n.d. 
86 1 Literary 
Production  
Speeches n.d. 
 2 Literary 
Production  
Speeches n.d. 
 3 Literary Speech- Easter Declaration n.d. 
Production  
 4 Literary 
Production  
Speech- The Evangelistic Imperative n.d. 
 5 Literary 
Production  
Speech- Integrity in the Church Life 1984 
 6 Literary 
Production  
A Vision of Renewal for UM n.d. 
 7 Literary 
Production  
Wesleyan Evangelism 1970, 
1981-1982 
 8 Literary 
Production  
Wesleyan Heritage 1996 
 9 Literary 
Production  
Wesleyan Theology and The Charismatic 
Experience 
n.d. 
 10 Literary 
Production  
Who Shall Lead Methodism? n.d. 
 11 Literary 
Production  
You Can Conquer Depression n.d. 
 12 Legal Document  City Charter- City of Marshall 1999 
 13 Legal Document Contract- Bristol House Ltd. 1996 
 14 Legal Document Contract- Treetop Timber Co. 1993 
 15 Legal Document Copyright Information 1971 
 16 Legal Document Insurance Policies- Rosborough and Byrne 
Inc. 
1981 
 17 Legal Document William A. Tieck Estate 1996-1997 
 18 Financial 
Document 
AFTE 1999. 
2001 
 19 Financial 
Document 
AFTE- Endowment Fund Agency 1997, 
1999, 
2001 
 20 Financial 
Document 
AFTE- Statements Dec 2000 
 21 Financial 
Document 
Challenge Costs 1985-1987 
 22 Financial 
Document 
EREA- Exempt Organization Return 1997-1998 
 23 Financial 
Document 
EREA- Financial Statement  1984 
 24 Financial 
Document 
Finance Statements 1996 
 25 Financial 
Document  
General Board of Global Missions 1982 
 26 Financial 
Document 
MSUM- Financial Statements 1992 
87 1 Financial 
Document 
MSUM 2002 
 2 Financial 
Document  
Aldersgate 1995 1995 
 3 Scrapbook 
Materials  
ATS- Doctor of Divinity 1972 
 4 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Calendar 1978 
 5 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Calendar 1997 
 6 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Evangelistic Posters and War Photo 
***OVERSIZE*** 
1994, 
1995, n.d. 
 7 Scrapbook 
Materials 
First Methodist Church n.d. 
 8 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Missionary Trip to Chile- Itinerary 1965 
 9 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1960-1988 
 10 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1965-2001 
 11 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1981-1994 
 12 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1990-1994 
 13 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1990-1994 
 14 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1994-1997 
 15 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings N.d.- 2002 
 16 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings- Articles on Ed Robb 1991- 
2002 
88 1 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings- Homosexuality 1976 
 2 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings- St. Louis Post- 
Dispatch 
1984 
 3 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Articles 1991-2001 
 4 Scrapbook 
Materials 
Marshall High School- Class of 1943 
Reunion 
1993 
 5 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Newspaper Clippings- Conservatism 1975-197, 
n.d. 
 6  Scrapbook 
Materials  
Newspaper Clippings- Ed Robb’s 
Retirement 
2001 
 7 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Newspaper Clippings- Homosexuality 1974-197, 
n.d. 
 8  Scrapbook 
Materials  
Poll Tax, War Rations, Insurance 1942- 
1946 
 9 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Printed Material- U. S. Navy 1942-1944 
 10 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Speaking Engagements  1970-2002 
 11 Scrapbook 
Materials  
Speaking Engagements- Flyers 1965-1986 
 12 Lists Mailing Addresses -Deans and Presidents of 
UM Seminaries 
1982 
 13 Lists Good News 1976 
 14 Lists Hunting Club Members 2000-2001 
 15 Lists Mailing Addresses- District Superintendents n.d. 
 16 Lists MSU- Board of Directors 2002 
 17 Lists Directories- National Association of UM 
Evangelists 
1980, 83, 
86, 90, 
1992-1995 
1997-1999 
 18 Printed 
Materials  
AFTE 199- 2000 
 19 Printed 
Materials 
Abraham, William J. n.d. 
 20 Printed 
Materials 
Aldergate Mr- May 
1995 
 21 Printed 
Materials 
Altizer, J.J. 1966 
 22 Printed 
Materials 
Articles 1975 
 23 Printed 
Materials 
Articles 1990-1996 
n.d. 
 24 Printed 
Materials 
Articles- Evangelism N.d., 1975 
 25 Printed 
Materials 
Articles of Issues 1985-2001 
 26 Printed 
Materials 
BMCR Consultation on Black Church 1975 
89 1 Printed 
Materials 
Bennett, William J. -Index of Leading 
Cultural Indicators 
Mar 1993 
 2 Printed 
Materials 
Bristol House Catalog 1998 
 3 Printed 
Materials 
Brochure of Religious Videos n.d. 
 4 Printed 
Materials 
Brochures of Retreat Centers  n.d. 
 5  Printed 
Materials 
Brochure- Share Jesus Mission N.d., 1995 
 6 Printed 
Materials 
Brochures- Singapore Trip 1991 
 7 Printed 
Materials 
By Their Fruits- Paloma, Dr. Margaret M. n.d. 
 8 Printed 
Materials 
Divorce, The Law, and Jesus- Callison, 
Walter L. 
1986 
 9 Printed 
Materials 
Constitutional Crisis- Carter, Norman 1993 
 10 Printed 
Materials 
Cellar People and Balcony People- 
Campbell, Dr. Ross 
n.d. 
 11 Printed 
Materials 
Charles Whittle Bio n.d. 
 12 Printed 
Materials 
Christ UMC 1990-1991 
 13 Printed 
Materials 
Christian Mission 1999 
 14 Printed 
Materials 
Christian Singles Mission to Russia n.d. 
 15 Printed 
Materials 
Christianity Today Nov 1984 
 16 Printed 
Materials 
Christianity Today- New Age May 1986 
 17 Printed 
Materials 
Christianity Today 1994 
 18 Printed 
Materials 
Christianity Today 1999 
 19 Printed 
Materials 
Church Verdict 1998 
 20 Printed 
Materials 
Circulars- UM COmmunications News 1975 
 21 Printed 
Materials 
Circulars- UM News Service 1995 
 22 Printed 
Materials 
Class Of 1943 2000 
 23 Printed 
Materials 
Commission to Study the Ministry 1975 
 24 Printed 
Materials 
Council on Evangelism  1996-1997 
 25 Printed 
Materials 
Creation or Evolution 1996 
 26 Printed 
Materials 
Crisis in Bolivia n.d. 
 27 Printed 
Materials 
Culture Wars  1994 
 28 Printed 
Materials 
List- Deans and Presidents of UM 
Seminaries  
n.d. 
 29 Printed 
Materials 
Delphi Study of Future Issues 1992 
 30 Printed 
Materials 
Do You Know Where Your Church 
Offerings Go? - Isaac, Rael Jean 
2001 
 31 Printed 
Materials 
Doctrinal Standards 1986 
 32 Printed 
Materials 
Don Veatch Photography n.d. 
 33 Printed 
Materials 
THe Dupage Declaration- A Call to Biblical 
Family 
n.d. 
 34 Printed 
Materials 
The Durham Declaration- To UM on Our 
church and Abortion 
n.d. 
 35 Printed 
Materials 
EREA 1970, 
1982, n.d. 
 36 Printed 
Materials 
EMLC Missions n.d. 
 37 Printed 
Materials 
Evangelism for a New Century n.d. 
 38 Printed 
Materials 
Evangelism Activism n.d. 
 39 Printed 
Materials 
Evangelism Arrangements for Chair- 
Souther, Billy 
n.d. 
 40 Printed 
Materials  
Examining the Case for Pluralism n.d. 
90 1 Printed 
Materials 
Explore- Journal of Theology, 
Homosexuality 
1975 
 2 Printed 
Materials 
Facts about Islam N.d., 1992 
 3 Printed 
Materials 
Faith and Freedom 1994 
 4 Printed 
Materials 
The Faith Behind the Confession- Miles, 
Rebekah 
n.d. 
 5 Printed 
Materials 
Field Ministries 1992 
 6 Printed 
Materials 
First Church of Joplin- The Key 1993 
 7 Printed 
Materials 
Fisherman’s Tale n.d. 
 8 Printed 
Materials 
Forward 1991-1993 
 9 Printed 
Materials 
Gallup, George 1992 
 10 Printed 
Materials 
Goddess and the Academy 1994 
 11 Printed 
Materials 
Good News Jul/ Aug 
1997 
 12 Printed 
Materials 
The Great Litany n.d. 
 13 Printed 
Materials 
Guidelines for Handling the Mail n.d. 
 14 Printed 
Materials 
Magazine Articles 1964, 
1971, 
1976 
 15 Printed 
Materials 
The Influence of Theological Education on 
Membership Decline in the UMC- Rankin, 
Stephen W. 
June 1992 
 16 Printed 
Materials 
Isaac, Rael Jean N.d., 1982 
 17 Printed 
Materials 
John Wesley Fellow- Handbook Originals  n.d. 
 18 Printed 
Materials 
Josiah Journal Spring 
1996 
 19 Printed 
Materials 
The Junaluska Affirmation 1975 
 20 Printed 
Materials 
The Junaluska Affirmation 1975 
 21 Printed 
Materials 
Left- Leaning Groups n.d. 
 22 Printed 
Materials 
List of UM in the Congress n.d. 
 23 Printed 
Materials 
Living Will n.d. 
 24 Printed 
Materials 
Making Virtue Respectable Again- Howard, 
Dr. John A. 
1991 
 25 Printed 
Materials 
Marshall News Messenger 1998-1999 
 26 Printed 
Materials 
Martyn, John 191-2001 
 27 Printed 
Materials 
Mother Teresa of Calcutta n.d. 
91 1 Printed 
Materials 
NAUME News 1989-1992 
 2 Printed 
Materials 
National and International Religion Report 1990-1995 
 3 Printed 
Materials 
National Association of UM Evangelists 1998-2002 
 4 Printed 
Materials 
New INsight into the Religion of Islam n.d. 
 5 Printed 
Materials 
New Sudan Women Federation n.d. 
 6 Printed 
Materials 
Homosexuality 1996 
 7 Printed 
Materials 
Information- Funeral Homes N.d., 1997 
 8 Printed 
Materials 
Interview- Time Magazine 1979, 
1984, 
1985, 
1989 
 9 Printed 
Materials 
Lithuania 1979 
 10 Printed 
Materials 
McCauley, Billy 1994 
 11 Printed 
Materials 
The Methodist Challenge 1952, 
1993 
 12 Printed 
Materials 
Missionary Papers 1992-1995 
 13 Printed 
Materials 
Moscow World Peace Conference n.d. 
 14 Printed 
Materials 
The New York Times May 1984 
 15 Printed 
Materials 
Newsletters 1990-1995 
 16 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings n.d. 
 17 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings n.d. 
 18 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1953, 
1976 
 19 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1979-2002 
 20 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1991-199, 
1998, n.d. 
 21 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1995 
 22 Printed 
Materials 
Newspaper Clippings 1996 
 23 Printed 
Materials 
The Norway Mission n.d. 
92 1 Printed 
Materials 
Nuclear Arms Issue 1986 
 2 Printed 
Materials 
On Being Leaders and Selecting Battle lines 1987 
 3 Printed 
Materials 
Orthodox Monitor 1978-1982 
 4 Printed 
Materials 
Our Calling to Fulfill 1992 
 5 Printed 
Materials 
Outler, Dr. Albert 1975, n.d.  
 6 Printed 
Materials 
Outler ,Dr. Albert- Letter to the Editor 1975 
 7 Printed 
Materials 
Paul Harris Fellow Certificate  n.d. 
 8 Printed 
Materials 
Personnel Applications n.d. 
 9 Printed 
Materials 
Petition 1988 
 10 Printed 
Materials 
Poem- EWR: A Life Well Lived n.d. 
 11 Printed 
Materials 
Print Shop 1997 
 12 Printed 
Materials 
Prison Ministries 1995 
 13 Printed 
Materials 
Pro-Life n.d. 
 14 Printed 
Materials 
Proposed 1993 Organizational Plan for 
Mission Society of UM 
1992 
 15  Printed 
Materials 
Providing for Others Through a Will- Texas 
Methodist Foundation 
1990 
 16 Printed 
Materials 
Putnam, J.R. n.d. 
 17 Printed 
Materials 
Rankin, Steve 1999 
 18 Printed 
Materials 
Ray, Ronald  n.d. 
 19 Printed 
Materials 
Reader’s Digest Articles 1983 
 20 Printed 
Materials 
Redwood Christian Park 1993, 
2000 
 21 Printed 
Materials 
Reflections Upon 1995 International UM 
Clergywomen’s Consultation 
1995 
 22 Printed 
Materials 
Reflections on Declining Church 
Membership- Keck, Leander E. 
1975 
 23 Printed 
Materials 
Report to the Annual Conference from the 
Task Force on Homosexuality 
n.d. 
 24 Printed 
Materials 
Robb, Horace Alton n.d. 
 25 Printed 
Materials 
SIM Ministries n.d. 
 26 Printed 
Materials 
Saenz, Rev. N.A. Apr 2001 
 27 Printed 
Materials 
Seven Churches of Methodism-Willimon, 
William and Robert Wilson 
1985 
 28 Printed 
Materials 
Sloca, Charles 1994 
 29 Printed 
Materials 
Speeches- Robertson, Johnny T.  1984, 
1986 
 30 Printed 
Materials 
Theological Commission Report 1987 
 31 Printed 
Materials 
Time of Crisis, Time to COnfess- 
Stallsworth, Paul T. 
1993 
 32 Printed 
Materials 
Tojes, Annette n.d. 
 33 Printed 
Materials 
The Truth We Will Not Face- Whittle, 
Charles 
1994 
 34 Printed 
Materials 
UMC n.d. 
 35 Printed 
Materials 
The UM Newscope- Circulars 1975, 
1977 
 36 Printed 
Materials 
The UM Newcope- Circulars 1978, 
1983 
 37 Printed 
Materials 
UM Resolution of Health Care- Kemmerly, 
Dr. J. Robert 
1976 
 38 Printed 
Materials 
The UM Understanding of Baptism n.d. 
 39 Printed 
Materials 
U.S. News and World Report Oct 1983, 
May 1984 
 40 Printed 
Materials 
USSR Articles  1981-1982 
93 1 Printed 
Materials 
UM News Service 1989-1990
, 
1993-1994 
 2 Printed 
Materials 
Voice of America n.d. 
 3 Printed 
Materials 
Wesley Covenant Service n.d. 
 4 Printed 
Materials 
Williamson, Cecil- Ministry in Evangelism 
and Global Health Resources 
1998 
 5 Printed 
Materials 
Witchcraft n.d. 
 6 Printed 
Materials 
Woodlands UMC- Woodlands, TX 1984-1994 
 7 Printed 
Materials 
Yugoslavia Article 1984 
 8 Photographic 
Material 
Robb, Edmund W. n.d. 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
